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11 - Puritanism

It is said, That Men ought to have Liberty of their Con- science, and that it is Persecution to debar them of it: I can rather stand amazed than reply to this: it is an ... 
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Adultery & incest deserved deathe, by the Lawe, in Iacobs tyme (as appeares by Iuda his sentence, in the case of Thamar): yet Ruben was punished onely wth.
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States are soundly mended from head to foot, proportions duly admeasured, Justice justly dispenced ; then shall Rulers and. Subjects have peace with God and ...
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in all haste, what ever it be ; I look at her as the very gizzard of a trile, the product of a quarter of a cypher, the epitome of of Nothing, fitter to be kickt, if she were of ...
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Due Justice may suppress, but Love redintegrates. Whosoever be pardoned, I pray let not Britanicus scape, I mean a pardon. I take him to be a very serviceable ...
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are in haste, and will walk one way or other. He that doubts of his way, thinks he loses his day: and when men are gone a while, they will be loth to turn back.
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... striking others with unwonted malignant sicknesses and noysome shamefull diseases: Have thought it convenient, liberation, under hability of such brinks of ...
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them to consider these few things seriously and meekly. First, what a high pitch of boldness it is for man to cut a principal. Ordinance out of the Kingdom of God; ...
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up with the oyl of a good Cause, where your blood runs into the Veines of Christ, where sudden death is present Martyrdom and Life; your Funerals ...
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believe that if our posterity shall choose Iudges according to God, he wilbe wth o". Judges in tyme to ... Isay, 10: 1: Woe to them that Decree unrighteous Decrees: &
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radoes, which the Prince of lyes imployes with all his skill and malice, to maintain the walls and gates of bis kingdom, when. Truth would enter in with Grace and ...
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of the Apocrypha in the Bible; Forainers dwelling in my. Country, to crowd out Native Subjects into the corners of the. Earth; Alchymized Coines; Tolerations of ...
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ought I could discern; What was, before the world was inade, I leave to ... could be well vouched. ... as Kings heads trouble Crowns: nor that they are flowers of.
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Hese Irish anciently called Antropophagi, man-eaters: I Have a Tradition among them, Tht when the Devil shewed our Saviour all the Kingdoms of the Earth and ...
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dersell them, should not re-inherit them in haste, though they seek it carefully with teares ... are the unnaturalizings of nature, disfranchisements of Free- dom, the ...
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God who hath so honoured them with eminent Wisdom in all other things, will not suffer them to cast both his, and their Ho- nour in the dust of perpetual Infamy, ...
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hath a Pen and Inkhorn by his side write against these grieving extravagancies: writing of many Books, I grant is irksome, reading endless. A reasonable man ...
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resistance theory, Bullinger's views on this issue reflected the same unclear ...... contract was made by Zwingli and Bullinger (among others) on the Continent, ...
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resistance theory, Bullinger's views on this issue reflected the same unclear ...... contract was made by Zwingli and Bullinger (among others) on the Continent, ...
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â€œwhich many godly persons are expecting from you every fair, already .... McIwain states that these books are the work of the English Marian exiles all of whom .... all laws is the love of God and our neighbor.72 Some laws are of God, some of ...
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â€œgreat â€¦.. authority with all menâ€�3, being a spreader of â€œtrue and sound .... such to be obeyed as of divine right; secondly, whether a female may preside over, ...
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V. REGARDS. DU JEUDI 30 NOVEMBRE AU MERCREDI 13 DÉCEMBRE 2017 ... Dans un discours prononcé à la Maison. Jean-Vilar ... Aragon ou Victor Hugo.
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